1999 honda accord spark plugs

Featured Guide. Time Required. Use this guide to replace your Honda Accord's spark plugs.
This specific guide was created for a non-VTEC F23A5 engine, but other 4-cylinder Honda
engines will be similar enough to follow the same basic steps. You may have to remove the
engine cover in later Accord models. Buy these tools. Begin by locating the four spark plug
connectors near the front of the valve cover of your engine. We recommend replacing the spark
plugs one at a time to prevent mixing up the spark plug connectors. You can also label the
connectors , left to right, to keep track of which plug you're working on. Grab the top of the
spark plug connector and pull upward while rocking the connector around its socket. Once the
connector has been disconnected from the top of the spark plug, lift it out of the engine. For
more slack to move the spark plug connector out of the way, simply pop the spark plug wire out
of the closest plastic loom. At this point, you can peer down into the spark plug hole and see
the top of the spark plug. Lower the spark plug socket down into the spark plug hole and press
downward to firmly seat the spark plug in the rubber retainer found inside the socket. Make sure
that the hex thread of the socket lines up with the hex thread of the spark plug. Rotate the
socket wrench counter-clockwise to loosen the spark plug from the cylinder head. Even if you
are using pre-gapped spark plugs, it is a good idea to check the gap before installing your new
plugs. Insert the thinnest portion of a spark plug gap gauge between the center electrode and
the ground electrode of the spark plug. While holding the gauge between the spark plug gap,
rotate it until it gently wedges itself into the gap. The distance of the spark plug gap can now be
read off the gauge. The factory spec for this vehicle is anywhere from. Insert a new spark plug
into the spark plug socket until it is seated within the rubber retainer inside. Lightly coat the
threads of the spark plug in anti-seize lubricant to aid in removal the next time the spark plugs
are replaced. Since the rubber retainer inside the spark plug socket holds the spark plug very
firmly, you can tape the socket to the extension to aid in removing the socket once the spark
plug is installed. It is easiest to accomplish this step with the socket wrench disconnected from
the extension. Carefully lower the new spark plug down into its hole, being sure not to contact
the spark plug with the side of the tube leading to the cylinder head. Once the spark plug has
reached the threads in the cylinder head, hand tighten the spark plug. Use a torque wrench to
tighten the spark plug to a spec of in-lbs 13 ft-lbs. Do not over-tighten the spark plugs, as the
threads may strip out of the soft aluminum cylinder head. Reinstall the spark plug connector
and, if necessary, push the spark plug wire back into its plastic loom. Make sure the spark plug
connector clicks firmly in place, and double-check all four connectors once you're finished with
all the plugs. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: It is a good idea to use compressed
air to blow out any debris or dirt in the plug cavity before removing the old plug. You can use an
air can from the computer store. A short burst is sufficient. Hi I have a question. I purchased
some spark plugs that have the torque labeled at 21 lbs. I bought I Torque wrench but I found
out that by using an extension, I would have to change the torque to a lower setting. Do you
know of what number I should set it too? I would recommend you set it to 22 or 23 foot pounds.
It will be nicer if you give specs like the socket size you used various other settings like that Fix
Your Stuff. Difficulty Moderate. Steps 8. Time Required 30 minutes - 1 hour. Sections 1. Spark
Plugs 8 steps. Flags 1. Featured Guide This guide has been found to be exceptionally cool by
the iFixit staff. Introduction Use this guide to replace your Honda Accord's spark plugs. Tools
Buy these tools. Anti-Seize Lubricant Available for sale on Amazon. Step 1 Spark Plugs. One
comment. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Step 5. Step 6. Step 7.
Step 8. Almost done! To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.
You're Finished! Author with 5 other contributors. Miroslav Djuric , Reputation Guides authored.
Load more comments. Single Step Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View
Statistics:. If your vehicle is experiencing lessened gas mileage, rough idle, slow acceleration or
won't start, you may need to change the Honda Accord Spark Plug. Spark Plug can get
corroded and worn due to burns and carbon deposits from your car. Your vehicle's Spark Plug
features a pair of electrodes where an electric charge jumps to ignite the gas, triggering your
vehicle's pistons. A non-functional Spark Plug may lead to major problems with the operation of
your Honda, and ought to be immediately seen to. I was very impressed with competative
pricing and follow up service emails regarding my orders, I was even more impressed on the
quick turn around on the parts delivery! I will definately be using Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Select Year In Stock.
Availability: 99 In Stock. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Lowers ignition
system voltage requirements Greater ignitability and performance over conventional spark
plugs Corrugated Ribs Prevent Flashover Trivalent Metal Plating has superior anti-corrosion

and anti-seizing properties Pure Alumina Silicate Ceramic Insulator, Provides Superior Strength
and Better Heat Transfer Increased fuel economy and lower emissions Highly durable against
electrical and chemical wear Triple Seals Prevent Leakage Economical performance a. Product
Description If your vehicle is experiencing lessened gas mileage, rough idle, slow acceleration
or won't start, you may need to change the Honda Accord Spark Plug. AC Delco Autolite APP
Bosch W Denso W E3 Spark Plugs E3. Motorcraft SP Read more reviews. Catalog: A.
Description: Honda Accord Spark Plug. Brand: NGK. Fits Years: , , , , , , , , 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95,
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Statistics:. Simple as they might seem, spark plugs are absolutely essential for your Honda. As
all OE parts though, they have a certain lifetime. What would be the best spark plugs for Honda
Accord, Civic or Pilot? The best option would be sticking to OEM specifications, honestly. With
Honda cars, this means NGK spark plugs. As an alternative, you can use Denso parts. If you
prefer a platinum option, these Denso TT plugs cover Civic models. This set of NGK plugs fits
Accord models perfectly. It also fits Honda Pilot vehicles. You can expect outstanding longevity
easily more than k miles , so the higher price tag is generally worth it. Important note: The
proper spark plug gap on Honda cars is. All of the plugs I recommended above fit that

specification. If you decide to go for platinum or iridium plugs, do not touch or try to adjust
them. This will affect the torque values and you might mess things up. Always double-check
your vehicle fit! For NGK, you can do that on their site. Table of Contents. Some select models
have Densos inside. I know a lot of people choose to put Bosch spark plugs in their Honda cars.
Obviously, copper is the cheapest. However, its mileage clocks at anywhere between 20k and
40k miles, on average around 30k. Platinum spark plugs double that; iridium can more than
triple the mileage â€” on a triple price, though. For standard setups, though, performance is the
same. Civics are a bit of a special case, because I believe either brand works fine for that
specific model. As I mentioned, Civic models can grab a few V Power spark plugs. Straight plug
and play. If you want something more long-lasting in terms of mileage, the TT will be just fine.
Alternatively, you can look at fitting IX Iridium spark plugs. However, for older Honda Civic
models that might not be an option at all. Other people have also recommended this on online
communities â€” with a reason. As I pointed out before, this will fit:. First, as I mentioned, these
last a few times longer than any older tech copper plug, and outlast platinums too. This is
enabled by the iridium alloy inside â€” with its heat resistance, it jives well with high
performance modern engines. Design-wise, two important features are the corrugated ribs and
the triple sealing system. The former takes care of flashover prevention, the latter keeps the
plugs from leaking out. The biggest drawback of these is the price. However, if you consider the
extended lifetime due to their constructionâ€¦Well, it evens out in the end. Similar to replacing
Honda brake pads , DIYing this can save you quite a few bucks. The toughest part would be the
3 back spark plugs depends on your engine too. Bottom line is, as long as you stay close to
Japanese manufacture, your Honda â€” as a Japanese vehicle itself, will be smooth and ready
for the streets. Just as it should be, right? Founder of ToolingFun. Couldn't even change a
lightbulb in my teenage years. Discovered the joy of DIY projects during my 2nd year in college.
All about tinkering around, trying fun tools and projects, and giving my opinion on industry
brands! What does Honda use for OEM plugs? Which material is the best? As for the materialâ€¦
Obviously, copper is the cheapest. As I pointed out before, this will fit: Honda Accord , , â€¦all
the way to How to replace the spark plugs on a Honda? About the author Related posts. Submit
a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Comment Name Email
Website. About Me Hi there! I'm Alex, currently living in Japan. I'm your regular bald guy who
loves to review and tinker with various tools. Grooming tools, DIY stuff like home improvement
or automotive - just a few things I'm geeky about. Hope you like the site! Areas of interest I'm
particularly interested in Search for:. Platinum Honda Goodness. Double-tipped design for
better explosion in the combustion chamber. Reliable Japanese manufacture for your Honda.
Check Price on Amazon. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how.
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

